
Hey friendHey friend

Last night Erin and I were able to listen and share life with Eric and

Anangelie over wings. They have been dating for over a year and Erin has

been mentoring her weekly.

We were able to laugh and share deeply since they don't have that

anywhere else. Many are feeling isolated in relationships and the first stepMany are feeling isolated in relationships and the first step

of being known is normalizing hardships.of being known is normalizing hardships. I love doing this type of relational ministry WITHWITH Erin.

Encouragement CentralEncouragement Central

Be encouraged by my boy Brian below that picks up our garbageBe encouraged by my boy Brian below that picks up our garbage. We have been
friends for a year and he surprised me this week by letting me know of the power
that our simple interactions have had on his life.

Over spring break last week we got out on a pontoon boat with our kids

and their friends. It is the simplicity of being together intentionallyIt is the simplicity of being together intentionally

outsideoutside that has been so good for us. This family time is going to fly by

so we are creating adventures through adversity and challenges!

Love ya,

Brian and Erin Clark

Would you please pray for us in this way:Would you please pray for us in this way:

1. That we would listenlisten to God and follow through with actions of love.
2. That we would be availableavailable and present in mentoring.
3. That our American and Kenyan financial appeals will be metfinancial appeals will be met and that God

would use them to deeply impact life change in Jesus' name.

https://people-bridge.com/
https://youtu.be/2zLTgatgxM8


Giving to People Bridge

People Bridge has a missionmission to encourage people by purposefully entering their
story.
My purposepurpose is to inspire leaders to fulfill their God-given dreams for good in the
world.
We don't have it all together, yet we boldly try new ideas,we boldly try new ideas, and trust God through it
all!

https://people-bridge.com/give

